Subject/Activity

Grade

1

Location

8/10

2

Pre-run Instructions

7/10

3

The Run

8/10

4

The Circle

10/10

5

Nosh

7/10

The Hares Score

80%

Scribes Comments
Run was set from Musgrave Park, South Brisbane with pre-run
entertainment provided by fit young women doing their exercise
routine.
Mo’T gave a stirring welcome to the hashers with clear, precise
instruction for the 30 or so walkers and about 15 runners that the
trail was set with such precision that all would arrive at the drink
stop within minutes of each other. The carrot or in this case,
international beers would be provided at the drink stop. Snappy
contributed with information for walkers that their trail was set
with pink and blue chalk. Snappy presented his son and friend
with a challenge to hashers that if they could beat them home,
additional international beers would be provided to the victors.
The trail, for those technically minded, is provided by Grewsome
(see attachment), and provides great detail of the journey
undertaken. For the luddites, the run commenced with a speedy
dash down and along Southbank, through the Mater Hospital,
around the back streets of Highgate Hill, and on to the drink stop
at Highgate Hill Park, Dornoch Terrace, followed by a quick dash
to On Home XXXX. Although the trail was generally well marked,
grades were reduced for a RG being marked in a car parking
space and circles not drawn around the RGs. Thanks Bugs for
bringing to attention.
A visitor from Hamersley Hash WA, and Snappy’s son and friend
got a freebie by GM F*#knut. Choirmaster Tinkerbell
entertained with a specially penned song about Hamersley
Hashers. Monk Little Arse Play, in great form of late, was unable
to tell a story about Snappy due to his son being present.
However, was able to update the circle with late efforts by
Brengun, who misled the Monk with trail information, and has
now surged into favoritism for the end of year SOTW award. It
was GM F*#knut who turned the tables on the Monk with a story
about a planned weekend away without informing his partner. As
protocol would have, the Monk was able to nominate a stand-in,
being Beachball, for the icing and the eventual awarding of the
SOTW.
The venue was the Greek Club. Only a dozen or so ventured in for
a meal only to be greatly disappointed that the expected 4
course meal at 1985 prices were again not available. However the
service was friendly and the Greek beers very tasty.
This score represents a good solid pass being an A-. Still room for
improvement with trail markings and to find that elusive 4 star
cheap as chips nosh venue. Look forward to another report card
in the combined 160 years run.
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